Call Type: Suspicious Person, Criminal Trespass
Location: Dale’s Bar – Eastside of Maple Apartments
Victim: Tom Higgins, Owner
Suspect: Unidentified Person
Witness: None
Complainant: Anonymous Male
Arrest: No
Evidence: None
Statements: Suspect’s Statement
Officer Risk Factor: Medium

SCENARIO

Call Dispatch:
Respond to the Dale’s Bar located on the eastside of the Maple Apartment Building at 2260 Sierra Road East. An unknown caller reports that he seen a male subject in the bar. This bar is not open for business yet and believes that the subject may be attempting to steal something.

Victim:
An anonymous caller states that he just saw a person enter Dale’s Bar at 2260 Sierra Road East. Caller states that he knows that this bar is not open for business yet. The male subject entered through the front door.

Tom Higgins owns Dale’s Bar. Higgins states that he has been remodeling the bar and that the bar is not open for business yet. Higgins further states that he may have forgot to lock the door when he left.

Subject has entered the bar. Upon investigation, subject states that he thought the bar was open for business.

Suspect:
Unknown, victim will provide physical description.

Witnesses:
None

Complainant:
Anonymous male telephoned 911.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
Officer(s) will be evaluated on three areas of emphasis.
1. Officer Safety
2. Tactical Skills
3. Knowledge of Criminal Statues
SCENARIO: PROWLER

| Officer #1: | Role Player: |
| Officer #2: | Evaluator: |
| Officer #3: | |

OFFICER SAFETY:
Evaluates the officer’s ability to perform law enforcement duties without exposure to unnecessary risk or danger and without injuring themselves or others.

[ 1 ] Unacceptable
[ 2 ] Needs Improvement
[ 5 ] Exceeds Standards

[ 5 ] EXCEEDS STANDARDS: Advises dispatch when upon arrival and when departing scenes and when leaving the vehicle; protects weapons from subjects; keeps gun hand free during enforcement situations; stands away from doorways when knocking and or stays back from violators vehicle car door; controls suspects movements; keeps suspect/violator in sight; uses illumination when necessary and uses it properly; uses personal safety equipment; anticipates potentially dangerous situations; careful with weapons; makes appropriate weapon and tactics choices; covers other officers; conducts appropriate searches of suspects and surrounding areas.

[ 3 ] MEETS STANDARDS: Follows accepted safety procedures. Understands and applies them. Protects weapons from subjects; controls suspects movements; keeps suspect/violator in sight; anticipates potentially dangerous situations; careful with weapons; covers other officers; conducts appropriate searches of suspects and surrounding areas.

[ 1 ] UNACCEPTABLE: Fails to follow accepted safety procedures or to exercise officer safety, i.e.: Fails to protect weapons from subjects; does not keep gun hand free during enforcement situations; stands in front of door when knocking and or stands next to violators vehicle car door; fails to control suspects movements; does not keep suspect/violator in sight; does not use illumination when necessary and uses it improperly; does not advise dispatch when leaving the vehicle; does not use personal safety equipment; fails to anticipate potentially dangerous situations; is not careful with weapons; makes inappropriate weapon and tactics choices; fails to cover other officers; does not conduct searches of suspects and surrounding areas.

TACTICAL SKILLS:
Evaluates the officer’s ability to perform tactical approach, position, entry and search, as appropriate, during a response to a call for service.

[ 1 ] Unacceptable
[ 2 ] Needs Improvement
[ 5 ] Exceeds Standards

[ 5 ] EXCEEDS STANDARDS: Officer advised dispatch of arrival while still in a safe area; deployed from vehicle in a position of cover; made approach using available cover and/or concealment; took a position on the objective that allowed monitoring of the interior; made entry in a manner that capitalized on surprise; minimized exposure time in the fatal funnel; effectively conducted a search of the objective, using proper cover/contact officer tactics.
**MEETS STANDARDS:** Officer advised dispatch of arrival; deployed from vehicle in a position of cover; took a position on the objective that allowed monitoring of the interior; minimized exposure time in the fatal funnel; conducted a search of the objective, using cover/contact officer tactics.

**UNACCEPTABLE:** Did not advise dispatch of arrival; did not approach using available cover and/or concealment; did not take a position on the objective that allowed monitoring of the interior; did not make entry in a manner that capitalized on surprise; did not minimize exposure time in the fatal funnel; did not conduct a search of the objective, using cover/contact officer tactics.

**KNOWLEDGE OF CRIMINAL STATUES:** Evaluates the officers knowledge of the criminal statutes and measures their ability to apply the most relevant and most appropriate criminal statue to the situation.

[1] - Unacceptable  
[3] - Meets Standards  
[5] - Exceeds Standards

**EXCEEDS STANDARDS:** Has outstanding knowledge of the criminal statues and applies that knowledge to normal and unusual criminal activity. Chooses the most appropriate and relevant criminal statute to the situation. Understands those criminal statues that dictate specific procedures in the processes of investigation of specific crimes.

**MEETS STANDARDS:** Recognizes commonly encountered criminal offenses and applies appropriate section of the code. Knows the difference between criminal and non-criminal activity. Is able to readily locate specific criminal statues that have application to specific crimes.

**UNACCEPTABLE:** Does not know the elements of basic sections of the criminal statues. Does not recognize criminal offenses when encountered or makes mistakes relative to whether or not crimes have been committed, and if so, which crimes. Misapplies criminal statues to specific crimes. Is unable to locate within the criminal statues specific crimes or procedures that may have application to specific criminal activity.